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J  U  D  G  M  E  N  T

Brief  fact  brought  by  the  prosecution  side 

against the accused Saleh Ahmed is as below :-

The  informant  Md.  Seru  Seikh  is  brother  of 

Maulavi Abdul Kader and deceased Fajar Ali. The deceased 

Fajar Ali was staying at Nagaoin and Maulavi Abdul Kader 

is  staying  at  Laltapur  under  Jamuguri  Police  Station, 

Sonitpur. The house of the informant is also situated at 

Laltapur. The deceased Fajar Ali used to visit in the house 

of Maulavi Kader Ali and stayed in the kitchen there. He 

has a livelihood of black magic. On 09-08-1990 at night 

the  deceased  Fajar  Ali  stayed  in  the  house  of  Maulavi 

Abdul  Kader.  He  was  sleeping  in  the  floor  of  kitchen. 

Maulavi  Abdulo  Kader  along  with  his  minor  son  was 

sleeping in the adjacent room. There was a half partition 

between kitchen and bed room. At night about 1 O’clock 

the  accused  Saleh  Ahmed  along  with  his  companion 

entered into the kitchen by cutting the wall and by means 

of  a  sharp  weapon  cut  the  neck  of  Fajar  Ali.  Hearing 

groaning of Fajar Ali, Maulavi Abdul Kadern rushed to  the 

kitchen and found the accused had a ‘khukri’ in his hand 

along with 2 (two) others  were escaping from the room 

and also found his brother Fajar Ali was lying on the bed 

with  pool  of  blood  and  cut  injury  of  neck.  He  started 

shouting to alarm people but in the meantime Fajar  Ali 

died.

2. Written ejahar has been lodged by Seru Seikh 

before  the  O.C,  Jamuguri  Police  Station  on  10-08-1990 

vide  Ext – 4. The O.C, Jamuguri Police Station registered 
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Jamuguri  P.S. Case No. 84 of 1990 u/s 457 / 302 IPC. 

During investigation Inquest on the dead body of Fajar Ali 

was done vide Ext – 3. The dead body was send for Post 

Mortem examination. The attending Doctor of Tezpur Civil 

Hospital conducted Post Mortem examination of dead body 

of Fajar Ali. After completion of investigation charge sheet 

submitted against the accused person Saleh Ahmed.  He 

has been charge sheeted u/s 457 / 302 IPC along with 

Md. Sanu Seikh and Md. Akhtar Ali. 

3. The  case  has  been  committed  by  Judicial 

Magistrate,  1st  class,  Tezpur.  The then  Sessions  Judge, 

Sonitpur, Tezpur framed charge u/s 457 / 302 IPC against 

the  accused  Saleh  Ahmed.  The  charge  was  framed  on 

29-01-1992.  On the same date  on 29-01-1992 accused 

Md. Sanu Seikh and Md. Akhtar Ali were discharged on the 

ground  of  insufficient  materials.  However,  the  formal 

charge was read over and explained to the accused Saleh 

Ahmed but he did not plead guilty rather claimed to be 

tried. During trial the prosecution side examined as many 

as 10 (ten) witnesses. After closing prosecution evidence 

the accused was examined u/s 313 Cr.P.C. and recorded 

his statement.  He denied all  the incriminating evidence 

adduced against him and examined Md. Iamn Ali.

4. Names  of  prosecution  witnesses  are  given 

below : 

PW-1 Seru Seikh ( Informant)

PW-2 Razab Ali ( independent witness)

PW-3 Sahidulla ( independent witness)
PW-4 Maulavi Abdul Kader [eye witness (brother 

of deceased)]

PW-5 Ibrahim Ali ( independent witness)
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PW-6 Akkas Ali  (independent witness)

PW-7 Dr. S. Saikia (Medical Officer)

PW-8 Gunin Sarmah ( Investigating Officer)

PW-9 Nabi Hussain ( seizure witness)

PW-10 Dugdha Dev Sarmah (ejahar writer)

5. Heard  argument  of  both  sides’  counsel  and 

perused the evidence on record.  

       

6. In  this  case  prosecution  side  examined 

PW-4  as  eye  witness  that  he  found  the  accused  Saleh 

Ahmed in his kitchen at the relevant time when he went 

there  after  hearing  groaning  of  the  deceased.  He  also 

deposed that at the relevant time when the accused was 

leaving the room through the door he found a ‘khukri’ in 

the hand. The seizure list vide Ext – 8 also speaks a fact 

that during investigation a dao has been recovered from 

the house of the accused. The accused denied that fact of 

recovery.  Anyhow,  I  will  discuss  the  evidence  on  that 

aspect later on. But after going through the evidence on 

record it is opined that the fact of death of Fajar Ali is not 

denied. Even the deposition regarding fact of lying dead 

body  on  the  bed  having  cut  injury  on  neck  is  remain 

unrebuttable in the evidence on record. The inquest of the 

dead body of Fajar Ali done by police and prepared Inquest 

Report vide     Ext – 3 as well as conducting Post Mortem 

examination by PW-7 on the dead body of Fajar Ali are not 

challenged by the accused. 

7. The  Medical  Officer  (PW-7)  in  his  deposition 

gave the description of injuries as follows :-

1. Cut injury extending from right nape of neck to 

the  left  mandible.  The  injury  cut  through 
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vessels,  artery,  vein,  muscles,  ligament, 

Trachea,  oesophagus  etc.  Haematoma  is 

present. 

2. Cut  injury  over  right  side  of  face  cutting 

through the chin.

3. Absence  of  right  thumb  index  and  middle  at 

base caused by sharp weapon.

In the Ext – 3, Inquest Report,  the aforesaid 

injuries are mentioned. The Inquest witnesses supported 

the fact that police conducted inquest on the dead body of 

Fajar Ali.  PW-6 is Inquest Report witness. He supported 

the  deposition  of  Investigating  Officer  (PW-8)  regarding 

conducting  inquest  on  the  dead  body  of  Fajar  Ali.  The 

above injuries on the dead body indicated that somebody 

enter into the room and caused such injuries with intention 

to kill Fajar Ali. Otherwise the miscreants would not give 

the fatal  blow by sharp weapon.  It is  unchallenged fact 

that  Fajar  Ali  died due to shock and haemorrhage as a 

result of the injuries described in the Post Mortem Report. 

But  above evidence cannot  attract  the accused as killer 

unless and until the fact of presence of the accused person 

in the room of Maulavi Abdul Kader at the relevant time 

has been proved. 

8. In  this  case  PW-4,  Maulavi  Abdul  Kader, 

deposed that he found the accused in the room and also 

deposed  that  the  accused  fled  away  when  he  reached 

there.  The  accused  denied.  That  is  why  other  relevant 

facts are required to bring by the prosecution side against 

the accused and all  those relevant facts are required to 

prove beyond all reasonable doubt. In that aspect, the first 
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reaction of the PW-4 is very relevant. Whether he reported 

immediately after incidence to any person who appeared 

after  hearing  his  shouting  or  he  informed  the  matter 

otherwise regarding presence of the accused. He deposed 

that immediately after incidence he raised hullah and then 

Naushad and mother of Naushad came to his house and he 

narrated the matter. Name of mother of Naushad has not 

been disclosed in his evidence.  Neither Naushad nor his 

mother  was  examined  by  the  prosecution  side  for  the 

reasons best know to the prosecution. Of course the PW-4 

deposed further that he called Ibrahim and narrated the 

occurrence. Ibrahim being PW-5 deposed that PW-4 came 

to  his  house  and  told  that  3  (three)  persons  including 

accused Saleh Ahmed and two unknown persons entered 

into the house by cutting the wall  of house and caused 

murder of Fajar Ali. The fact of cutting wall of the house 

sis supported by PW-1, the informant and exhibited the 

seizure list regarding seizure of broken article of wall. The 

independent  witnesses  who  allegedly  gathered  in  the 

house of Maulavi Abdul Kader did not even whisper that 

they found the eastern wall of the house of Maulavi Abdul 

Kader  was  broken.  Not  only  that  Ibrahim  Ali  never 

deposed that when he went to the house of Maulavi Abdul 

Kader to see the dead body of Fajar Ali found wall of the 

house of Maulavi Abdul Kader was broken. That is why, in 

my  considered  view,  the  evidence  of  informant  and 

Maulavi Abdul Kader, are not sufficient to believe the fact 

that the miscreants entered into the house by cutting wall 

of  the  house.  The  evidence  of  Investigating  Officer 

regarding finding the wall of the house was cutting and he 

seized the cut down jute rope etc. are remain unproved 

due to non-adducing evidence of independent witnesses. 

In this case not  only the fact of broken wall  is remain 
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unproved  for  want  of  supporting  evidence but  also  fact 

regarding presence of accused person inside the room at 

the relevant time is remain doubtful due to contradiction 

between  PW-5  and  PW-4.  The  PW-4  deposed  that  he 

recognized 3 (three) persons but the     PW-5 deposed 

that the PW-4 stated him that except the accused other 

person  were  remain  unrecognized.  Similarly  the  PW-3 

deposed that the PW-4 came to his house at the relevant 

night and informed that a murder has been committed but 

never deposed that the PW-4 stated to him that accused 

and  his  two  companions  were  found  inside  the  house. 

Again PW-2 deposed that when he went to the house of 

PW-4 to see the incidence the PW-4 stated that accused 

Saleh  Ahmed,  Nur  Kalam,  Sanu  and  Altab  committed 

murder of Fajar Ali. The PW-1 also deposed in the similar 

tune  against  4  (four)  persons.  Akkas  Ali  deposed 

contradicting  to  other  witness  to  say  that  though  he 

rushed to  the house of  Maulavi  Abdul  Kader  along with 

Seru Seikh (PW-1), the PW-4 did not tell who killed Fajar 

Ali. Therefore the fact of recognizing the accused person 

by PW-4 in his house at the night of incidence is remain 

doubtful  for  contradictory  evidence  of  PWs.  The  PW-4 

deposed  in  one  place  that  hearing  his  hallah  Naushad 

came with his mother. If that is the real fact what was his 

necessity to go to the house of other witnesses one after 

another keeping dead body of his brother in the room. He 

could take help of Naushad to call other witness. Moreover 

not  a  single  witness  deposed  that  after  hearing  the 

incidence they came to the house of    PW-4 and saw both, 

Naushad and the mother of Naushad were there. So, the 

evidence  of  PW-4  regarding  recognizing  the  accused 

cannot be taken as a reliable peace of evidence.
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9.  It  is  pertinent  to  mention  here  that  the 

prosecution side tried to establish the case on the basis of 

the  fact  of  leading  to  discovery.  Accordingly  the 

Investigating  Officer  being  PW-8  deposed  that  during 

interrogation the accused Saleh Ahmed informed him that 

the  accused  entered  into  the  house  of  Abdul  Kader  by 

cutting the ‘Kahuan’ wall of the house and thereafter dealt 

three dao blows on the neck of Fajar Ali  and thereafter 

kept the dao, the weapon of offence, in hiding inside the 

‘duli’. The said witness also exhibited relevant portion of 

his Court Diary as Ext – 7 (1) and deposed that he seized 

the  dao  in  presence  of  Seru  Seikh,  Nabi  Hussain  and 

prepared  Ext  –  8,  seizure  list.  Seru  Seikh  omitted  to 

depose any fact regarding recovery of dao from the house 

of  accused  and  PW-9  Navi  Hussain  very  specifically 

deposed that he was called in the police station and a dao 

was showed to him and accordingly he put signature. Thus 

it is concluded that the fact of discovery of weapon is not 

established. Moreover the note of the Investigating Officer 

regarding information given by the accused in Ext – 7(1) is 

not  available  in  the  case  record.  I  made  an  informal 

inquiry  but  the  Bench  Assistant  as  well  as  the  Public 

Prosecutor in writing informed me that the said document 

is  missing.  Anyhow even if  the  Ext  (1)  is  found in  the 

record, it cannot improve the prosecution case because no 

witness  adduced any evidence that  the accused led the 

police and pointed out the spot where the seized dao was 

kept  hiding.  Moreover  any  confession  made  to  police 

during  custody is  barred  to  prove  in  view of  restriction 

imposed in Section 25 of Evidence Act. In the present case 

no  evidence  is  available  that  the  accused  made  any 

confession before any Magistrate.  Of course Section 27 of 

Evidence Act is exception to Section 25 and Section 26 of 
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Evidence  Act.  But  the  guilt  of  the  accused  cannot  be 

proved  except  the  information  regarding  hiding  the 

weapon  used  for  killing.  In  that  aspect  the  learned 

advocate  of  the  accused  referred  some  case  laws 

regarding  leading  to  discovery  and  submitted  that 

statement of the accused must be recorded before lead to 

discovery of weapon and Section 27, Evidence Act allowed 

the statement of the accused to use against him only to 

the  part  of  statement  which  furnishes  information  as 

where the accused kept the weapon which was allegedly 

used  to  kill  a  person.  In  the  instant  case  though 

Investigating Officer deposed that the accused stated that 

he used the dao to kill Fajar Ali and kept the dao in his 

house,  the  said  information  has  not  been  reduced  into 

writing  and  unwritten  statement  is  unsafe  to  rely,  he 

added.

11. Following are the Rulling :

(1)  Subhash Kurmi  Vs.  State of  Assam (1997) 3 

GLR 94.

(2)  Bijay  Barman  & another  Vs.  State  of  Assam 

(1996) 2 GLR 373.

(3)  Md. Sahjamal Alaias Sahjahan and others Vs. 

State of Assam (2010) 5 GLR 685.

(4) National  Investigating  Agency  Vs.  Redual 

Hussain Khan (2010) 5 GLR 704.

 I  have  gone through the  aforesaid  case  laws 

and conclude that the prosecution is to prove the fact of 

discovery and before that the information furnished by the 
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accused must be reduced into writing.  In the present case 

none of the aforesaid condition fulfilled and proved. So, 

whatever information furnished by the accused to police 

cannot  be taken against  him unless  fulfils  the aforesaid 

conditions. 

12.  Thus, the prosecution side is not able to bring 

home the case against the accused beyond all reasonable 

doubt.  As  such,  the  accused  sis  not  found  guilty. 

Accordingly he is acquitted of the charge u/s 457 / 302 

IPC.  Set  the  accused  person  at  liberty  forthwith  and 

discharge his bail bond.

 

In result, the case is disposed of on contest. 

 

          Given  under  my  hand  and  seal  of  this 

Court on this 2nd day of March, 2012.

          (B. DEBNATH)
        SESSIONS JUDGE
           SONITPUR : TEZPUR

Dictated and corrected by me
and every page bears my signature.

     (B. DEBNATH)
  SESSIONS JUDGE
SONITPUR : TEZPUR 

Transcribed and typed on dictation by me  

(I. Goswami)
                  Stenographer
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